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Abstract: Atomic cascades are ubiquitous in nature and they have been explored within very
different scenarios, from precision measurements to the modeling of astrophysical spectra, and up
to the radiation damage in biological matter. However, up to the present, a quantitative analysis of
these cascades often failed because of their inherent complexity. Apart from utilizing the rotational
symmetry of atoms and a proper distinction of different physical schemes, a hierarchy of useful
approaches is therefore needed in order to keep cascade computations feasible. We here suggest a
classification of atomic cascades and demonstrate how they can be modeled within the framework
of the Jena Atomic Calculator. As an example, we shall compute within a configuration-average
approach the stepwise decay cascade of atomic magnesium, following a 1s inner-shell ionization, and
simulate the corresponding (final) ion distribution. Our classification of physical scenarios (schemes)
and the hierarchy of computational approaches are both flexible to further refinements as well as to
complex shell structures of the atoms and ions, for which the excitation and decay dynamics need to
be modeled in good detail.

Keywords: atom; atomic cascade; atomic structure; autoionization; cascade model; electron capture;
ion; photoionization; relativistic

1. Introduction

If atoms or ions are initially excited into the continuum of the next higher (or even sev-
eral times higher) charge state, they often stabilize via various processes towards different
ground configurations. Experimentally, this stabilization then results into different spectra
(or distributions) of ions, electrons, or photons that need to be understood with regard to
their relative intensities, time scales, or even for the coincidence of different events [1–4].
From a slightly different viewpoint, an atomic cascade typically includes ions of some ele-
ment in three or more subsequent charge states, and that are connected to each other by
different atomic processes, such as (auto-) ionization or photon emission. However, apart
from these atomic decay processes, one often also needs to account for the initial excitation
and, then, to distinguish between different to distinguish between different cascade schemes,
including the photoexcitation and ionization, electron-impact excitation, a (stepwise) decay,
or electron-capture cascades [5–8].

Indeed, numerous investigations in physics, astronomy, and elsewhere are known
to be (strongly) affected by atomic cascades. Well-known examples range from the spec-
troscopy of few-electron ions [9,10] to the study of inner-shell phenomena [11], the diag-
nostics of plasmas [12,13], the interpretation of astrophysical spectra [14,15], and up to the
chemical evolution of the universe [16]. In astrophysics, for example, a current goal refers
to a detailed understanding of light curves that help to resolve the chemical evolution
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of the early universe and, eventually, the formation and growth of galaxies and other
structures [17].

However, in practice, (atomic) cascades can exhibit an enormous complexity, even if
only the dominant decay pathes are to be considered [18–20]. This complexity arises first
of all from the large number of decay paths, whose relative importance has been found
difficult to estimate in advance. To systematically model such cascades, we make use of
JAC, the Jena Atomic Calculator [21] that supports the calculation of different atomic shell
structures and processes. The JAC toolbox [22] is based on the concept of many-electron
amplitudes and it supports atomic (structure) calculations of different kind and complexity.

In this work, we propose a classification of atomic cascades and shall discuss, in detail,
how they can be modeled within the framework of JAC. To this end, we first re-visit the
dynamics of (atomic) inner-shell transitions in the next section and emphasize the role of
many-electron amplitudes [23,24]. Here, we shall also introduce a few further building
blocks that are needed in order to model such cascades. In Section 2, these building
blocks then help to distinguish between different cascades schemes, and to account for
the initial excitation of the atoms or ions as well as between different cascade approaches.
A first implementation within the framework of JAC is outlined and discussed in Section 4,
including the stepwise decay of atomic magnesium after K-shell ionization as a rather
simple, but non-trivial, example. Apart from the set-up of a cascade model and the
computation of all the decay pathes (cascade computations), we also explain how cascade
simulations can be carried out in order to extract the requested spectra and information.
Finally, in Section 5 we summarize our systematic account and implementation in dealing
with atomic cascades. In particular, we hope that this classification will pave the way
towards new applications as well as the numerical treatment of complex cascades.

2. Inner-Shell Transitions Revisited
2.1. Following Atomic Decay Lines Basic Notations

Atoms or ions with inner-shell holes usually emit (Auger) electrons and/or photons
of certain energies, and that can be observed as—electron or light—spectra by different
spectroscopic and detector set-ups. For instance, much of the information that we have
about distant stars and many other astrophysical objects originate from the photon emission
of particular atoms or molecules at a well-defined wavelength, and that then help to reveal
the chemical composition of these objects [25,26]. However, owing to the large number of
atomic transitions very rich line spectra have been found in different frequency regions
and need to be understood in quite detail in order to analyze astrophysical observations.

At the atomic scale, many of these observations can be perceived within the atomic
shell model, and by just taking the level structure into account due to the coupling of
electrons. In the shell model, the occupation of (sub-) shells is normally described in terms
of electron configurations, such as 1s22s22p63s2 for the ground configuration of atomic
magnesium and magnesium-like ions. Indeed, the use of these (electron) configurations is
very crucial to make atomic cascades computable and to extract the requested information
about them [27,28]. Each configuration generally comprises (one or) several levels that can
be temporarely occupied by a cascade owing to different fine-structure transitions, i.e., due
to the electron or photon emission and, hence, the decay of levels from some energetically
high-lying configuration. These fine-structure transitions form the observed (line) spectra
and will be briefly referred to as lines below. Moreover, all of these transitions typically
connect two well-defined initial and final levels from the corresponding configurations
(multiplets) and, more often than not, also contain different channels (sublines), for instance,
due to occurence of different multipoles in the decomposition of the radiation field or partial
waves in the expansion of the outgoing electron waves.

In a cascade, the final state of any emission process typically decays further to even
lower-lying levels and, thus, gives rise to (so-called) decay pathways, a sequence of at least
three or more levels, and that are subsequently occupied due to the different relaxation
processes. Obviously, a (very) large number of such pathways occurs naturally for different
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physical scenarios and processes, such as the (inner-shell) excitation and ionization of
atoms [29], the dielectronic recombination of ions, or in just the stepwise decay cascades of
inner-shell holes [30].

In most cascades, the (single) Auger electron or photon emissions are, by far, the
two dominant processes, owing to the inter-electronic repulsion of the electrons or their
(spontaneous) interaction with the radiation field, respectively. Indeed, these two processes
contribute most to the decay dynamics of all atoms and ions. However, our definition
of the pathways above readily enables us also to account for further processes, such as
two-photon transitions, radiative or double Auger emissions, or several others. All of these
processes could be readily part of any pathway, if these transitions are, in fact, relevant and
whether their rates (cross sections) can be estimated reliably. Moreover, the inter-electronic
interaction often leads also to (so-called) shake configurations that do nominally not appear
in the cascade because of a simple replacement of electrons in the shell model, but that
may occur by just taking one or more additional (de-) excitations of electrons into account.
Figure 1 summarizes several of these (well-known) terms for describing atomic cascades,
and that are employed as building blocks in the implementation below. In the following,
we shall use these terms rather frequently in order to explain the decomposition of atomic
cascades as well as the set-up of different cascade models.

Figure 1. Important building blocks of all cascade computations. Each cascade is formed by the—list
of energetically sorted—levels of electron configurations (blue lines in yellow boxes) from neighbored
charge states. These levels are connected to each by fine-structure transitions (red and green arrows,
often called lines below) of different kind, and where the number of these transitions rapidly increases
∝ ni × n f with the number of the initial- and final-state levels of the associated configurations.
A pathway (green arrows) decribes a possible decay path of an atom and it connects three or more
fine-structure levels by different excitation and/or decay processes. Moreover, one or several electron
configurations can be comprised together into a single cascade block (gray frames) to properly deal
with inter-electronic correlations, but to ensure that each level just belongs to one block. Apart from
those configurations of an atomic cascade, which are readily derived from the atomic shell model,
further shake configurations can also be considered, although this incorporation typically results in a
sizeable increase of the overall complexity. Finally, pairs of cascade blocks give rise to one or several
cascade steps (wide light-red arrow) in order to deal with the different atomic processes, and that
occur during the relaxation of the atom or ion. The formal decomposition of a cascade into these
building blocks suggests various cascade approaches, as explained in the text below.

For one or a few inner-shell holes in an (initial) electron configuration, the release
of further Auger electrons quickly leads to complex shell structures with tens (or more)
fine-structure levels for each single configuration. This rapid increase of the number of
fine-structure levels clarifies the complexity of most cascades, as many, if not all, of these
levels might be temporarily populated during the decay of an atoms, and as each level itself
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may be part of quite many different pathways. Clearly, this complexity must be captured
by any realistic cascade model. However, simplifications in the computational treatment
may be achieved by the (quantum-mechanical) representation of the levels and by tuning
the account of the inter-electronic interactions. Below, we shall introduce and discuss these
simplifications in terms of different cascade approaches, and that are further explained in
Section 3.3.

2.2. Role of Many-Electron Amplitudes

All of the atomic processes, as mentioned above, have been described in good detail
in the literature, and they are usually characterized in terms of their rates or cross sections.
Theoretically, these rates are often expressed in terms of many-electron (quantum) transition
amplitudes that connect an initial and final fine-structure level, and that are typically even
specific to some particular subline (channel), owing to the expansion of the photon field
or free-electron waves. Therefore, any successful model of atomic cascades needs straight
and quick access to these many-electron amplitudes in order to be able to follow any
pathway during the (de-) excitation of the atom or ion, and where the final level of any
decay step generally becomes the initial level of the next step. Here, multi-configuration
expansions of atomic state functions (ASF), and especially the multi-configuration Dirac–
Hartree–Fock method [31], has the advantage that cascades are readily formulated in
terms of such many-electron amplitudes (matrix elements), and that they can be applied
also to (highly) excited as well as open-shell structures across the periodic table. For
cascades and angle- or polarization-resolved studies; indeed, the consequent use of many-
electron amplitudes gives rise to compact expressions when compared, for instance, with
many-body perturbation or coupled-cluster theory [32].

Indeed, the JAC toolbox [21,22] has been built upon these many-electron amplitudes
and it makes use of them in order to compute energy shifts, rates, and cross sections for a
large number of processes and for quite different experimental scenarios. These amplitudes
generally combine two atomic bound states of the same or two different charge states,
and often also include free electrons in the continuum. The use of these amplitudes in JAC

also enables us to formulate (and implement) all of the cascade computations in a language
that remains close to the formal theory. This is quite in contrast to most other atomic
structure codes that are often based on further decompositions of these (many-electron)
amplitudes into one- and two-particle (reduced) matrix elements, or often even into radial
integrals, well before any implementation or coding is done. The consequent use of these
many-electron amplitudes also facilitates the implementation of second- and higher-order
processes, once an appropriate (intermediate ASF) basis {αν Jν Mν, ν = 1, ..., nν} has been
constructed for some given process and help apply them to the time-independent [33–35]
or even time-dependent density matrix theory [36].

In practice, there are only five types of these many-electron amplitudes that frequently
occur in the computation of the electronic structure, properties, and processes of atoms,
and that basically refer to different (inner-) atomic interactions. Apart from the electron-
electron and electron-photon interaction amplitudes, which are most relevant for all atomic
cascades, the (hyperfine) interaction with the nuclear moments [37,38], the mass- and field-
shift amplitudes [39,40], or the Coulomb excitation by charged particles [41] are known to
determine the behavior of atoms.

2.3. Key Elements for Building Atomic Cascades

Formally, an atomic cascade can be modeled by the set of pathways and all of the
quantum amplitudes that pairwise relate the levels in each pathway, and from which the
rates and cross sections can be readily derived whenever required. One just needs to
follow all of the paths by starting from an initial set of levels. However, in practice, this
rather obvious strategy becomes quickly unfeasible due to the large number of pathways
and because the many-electron amplitudes are indeed expensive to compute. Therefore,
an atomic cascade is better decomposed into (cascade) blocks that comprise all levels of
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one or several configurations. For each of these blocks, all of the associated levels are then
described by a common self-consistent field as well as Hamiltonian matrix, and that accounts
for the full configuration mixing within this group of levels. Typically, these blocks are
internally constructed from a generated list of configurations as obtained by systematically
replacing the shell occupation, and based on quite simple energetic arguments. In a first
treatment of a cascade, each contributing configuration hereby often forms an individual
cascade block, although several configurations might also be grouped together, in addition,
in order to account for relevant—intra or inter-shell—correlations, a feature that has not
yet been realized in the present implementation below. In fact, good physical insight is
typically required to anticipate the important mixings within the same or different shells,
and to make full use of such enlarged configurations blocks.

The blocks of a cascade are then pairwise combined in order to form (so-called) steps
of a cascade. For a given process, such as the autoionization or radiative decay of an
atom, only steps with at least one non-zero transition amplitude need to considered here,
and that can be read-off from just the occupation of the underlying configurations and,
perhaps, by using further selection rules. Therefore, different decay processes usually
refer to different pairs of configurations, although, in principle, the same pair can be also
connected by different steps (atomic processes). For instance, the autoionization [42] and
radiative autoionization [43] naturally combine the same blocks of a cascade, but where
the (second-order) radiative Auger process is usually well suppressed, analogue to the case
for single and multi-photon transitions. In practice, most of the limitations in modeling
atomic cascades already arise much earlier and make the discussion of such second-order
processes rather obsolete.

Still, the number of cascade blocks and steps does increase quite rapidly with (i) the
number of electrons that need to be replaced, (ii) the number of processes that are taken
into account into the overall relaxation of the system, and (iii) the depth of the cascade,
i.e., the maximum number of electrons that can be released or sought to be considered for a
particular cascade. Because these blocks and steps can be readily determined prior to all
detailed computations, they also help the user to grasp the “size” of cascade computations
and to decide which of these computations are still feasible (and which perhaps not).
Furthermore, for each cascade step, the associated (non-zero) many-electron amplitudes
are then calculated and kept for later use in order to simulate the desired (line) spectra.

While the distinction of individual blocks and steps of a cascade has been found very
useful for all practical purposes, this discrimination obviously fails when the relaxation is
affected by (quantum) interferences of different pathways [44,45]. If, for example, the fine-
structure splitting of two or more intermediate levels (for two subsequent Auger steps)
is small or comparable to the natural line widths of these levels, the angular emission of
the emitted Auger electrons can no longer be described by an incoherent summation over
individual pathways [46,47]. However, these interferences of quantum amplitudes due to
indistinguishable pathways play a minor role for most cascades and are not considered here,
as they will require a (much) more elaborate framework.

3. Modeling of Atomic Cascades
3.1. Spectroscopic Observations

While many (spectroscopic) observations are either affected by or directly result from
cascade processes, quite different outcomes are recorded by different communities (elec-
trons, photons, coincidences, ...) and for different set-ups of the measurements (geometry,
resolution, or if even different properties of the emitted particles are to be considered). The
large variety of physical scenarios makes it unfeasible, or at least highly impracticable,
to implement cascade models for each of these scenarios or set-ups separately. This be-
comes even more true if, as outlined above, cascades are affected by different radiative and
nonradiative processes. Moreover, many of these observations can be readily traced back
to the same (single-step) processes and amplitudes and, hence, make a re-calculation of
these amplitudes unnecessary, not to say cumbersome.
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In order to deal with this situation, we shall further distinguish below between cascade
computations and simulations. A cascade computation hereby results into various lists of
amplitudes as associated with the selected processes and steps of the cascade. These
“line” lists are then the basis for (as well as the computational interface to) all subsequent
cascade simulations, and that often need to be analyzed in close contact with experiment.
However, by having quite simple access to such lists of transition data (with more or less
full physical specification of all the fine-structure levels involved), it is not difficult to add
further amplitudes or rates or to deal with other excitation and decay processes.

3.2. Cascade Schemes

Cascade computations are generally performed with the goal to calculate and collect
the many-electron amplitudes (and rates) for all steps of the cascade as they are needed in
order to simulate the requested spectra. Apart from the relaxation (decay) of the atoms or ions,
this must often include the initial excitation due to their interaction with different external fields
and particles. Once excited, the atoms then stabilize towards some ionic ground state. Thereby,
one or several electrons may be emitted during this relaxation process, if the initially excited
level is embedded into the continuum of the next higher charge state (or even beyond).
To deal with such different physical scenarios for the excitation and initialization of the
cascade, different cascade schemes are distinguished in the implementation below and
they are treated by independent computations. Figure 2 displays the most often occuring
cascade schemes, and that are further explained in Table 1. These schemes are already
(partly) supported in JAC, although other schemes are possible and they might be added in
the future. Apart from the frequent photoexcitation or ionization schemes, this includes,
for instance, the initial capture of electrons or muons, or their (standard) stepwise decay.

Table 1. Cascade schemes, as (partly) implemented and supported by the JAC toolbox. These schemes
help to distinguish cascades of different context and complexity. They internally refer to separate
kinds of cascade computations, cf. Section 3.3 and the data structures below.

Excitation or DecayScheme & Brief Explanation

Stepwise decay scheme: this scheme starts from either one or a few excited (electron)
configurations, or a set of initial levels, with inner-shell holes. These exited levels
then decay by different user-selected atomic processes, such as autoionization, photon
emission, and others, until a given number of electrons is released and/or the ions
cannot further decay to any lower level. This scheme often extends a prior excitation
scheme; cf. the data structure StepwiseDecayScheme.
Photoionization scheme: enables one to model the initial photoionization of an atom
or ion. It starts from its ground configuration and generates all of those electron configu-
rations that can be reached by the given photon energies; cf. PhotonExcitationScheme.
Photoexcitation scheme: enables one to model the initial photoexcitation of an atom
or ion. It starts from some (ground) configuration and generates all those config-
urations that can be reached by photons from a given range of photon energies;
cf. PhotonExcitationScheme.
Electron-capture scheme: this scheme implements a dielectronic-capture process. It
starts from some (ground) configuration of an atom or ions and generates all doubly-
excited configurations with one additional electron for a range of free-electron energies;
cf. ElectronCaptureScheme.
Impact-excitation scheme: enables one to model the electron-impact excitation of an
atom; not yet implemented.
Hollow-ion scheme: enables one to start from any hollow-ion configuration whose
decay is modeled. It expects a list of electron shells that can be temporarely populated
during the decay; not yet implemented.
Muon cascade: this scheme starts with a single muon that is initially captured into
one or several (n`) subshells of an atom, which then subsequently decays via photon
and electron emission; not yet implemented.
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Figure 2. Simplified view of frequently occuring cascade schemes. Apart from (a) the stepwise decay
of an initial N-electron hole-state configuration of an ion via two or more intermediate cascade blocks,
including bound levels with less than (the initially) N electrons, these schemes also help account
for the excitation of the atoms or ions. Such an excitation may arise from the (b) photoexcitation or
photoionization, (c) electron-impact excitation, (d) radiative or dielectronic capture of electrons, (e)
the formation of hollow ions via multiple electron capture, or (f) by a muon capture.

Overall, a cascade model is often built upon several of such schemes (computations),
and that result in various lists of amplitudes (one for each selected atomic process).

3.3. Cascade Approaches

Indeed, atomic cascades may require an enormous computational effort in order to
generate, simulate, and interpret all of the data, as needed for modeling a given exper-
iment. Any computation hereby starts from setting up the cascade tree, i.e., the list of
configurations, their arrangement into blocks, as well as the selection of all relevant steps
of the cascade due to the user-allowed (decay) processes. In most cases, these lists of
configurations are automatically generated and (may) serve as starting point in order to
group configurations into the cascade blocks. However, the major computational effort
refers to the representation of the fine-structure levels for each cascade block as well as to
the computation of the transition amplitudes. Several (tens of) thousand or even more
of such amplitudes might be required for a mid-size cascade. This is in strong contrast
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to most atomic structure calculations, which are usually based on just a handful of such
many-electron amplitudes. Therefore, it is both necessary and desirable to differentiate
between various cascade approaches and to establish a hierarchy of useful approximations.
These approaches mainly differ in the generation and use of the orbital functions, the set-up
of the Hamiltonian matrix, or the treatment of electronic correlations (configuration mixing)
for the representation of the ASF. Furthermore, the hierarchy of these approaches should
be designed in such a way to support a systematic improvement of the overall cascade
model, while the computations have to be kept feasible for at least the simplest approach
in this grouping.

Four such approaches are currently distinguished within the JAC toolbox [21], and that
we shall briefly summarize here. They can be controlled by providing a proper set of
parameters prior to the computations, and where further details are given in the User
Guide & Compendium to JAC [22].

(i) Average single-configuration approach (AverageSCA): this is likely the simplest
way to model a cascade in terms of its fine-structure levels and transition amplitudes.
Here, the representation of ASF levels is significantly simplified, as they are (all)
approximated by single configuration state function (CSF), and they are based on
a common set of orbitals, as generated for the initial levels. Indeed, this approach
neglectss all configuration mixing between the bound-state levels and, in addition,
restricts the computations (by default) to the Coulomb interaction among the elec-
trons, the electric-dipole (E1) transition amplitudes as well as to just a single set of
continuum orbitals for each step of the cascade. However, the AverageSCA approach
appears to be feasible for (almost) all atoms and ions from the periodic table, although
(much) further work is necessary to understand how well this (very) simple approxi-
mation is able to describe the underlying relaxation of the system.

(ii) Single-configuration approach (SCA): this approach still uses a common set of or-
bitals for all electron configurations (cascade blocks) from the same ionization stage,
but includes configuration mixing within each block (i.e., by just taking into account
the intermediate coupling effects, but not the so-called interaction of configurations).
While most other limitations are quite similar to the AverageSCA approach above,
the continuum orbitals are generated here for the correct fine-structure (transition)
energies, although without the exchange interaction with the bound electrons [48].

(iii) Multiple-configuration approach (UserMCA): this approach facilitates the incorpo-
ration of configuration mixings (electron–electron correlations) between user-selected
configurations. Apart from some obvious rules for combining inner-shell configura-
tions, the user is encouraged here to explicitly group different configurations together,
based on physical insight into the cascade process [49,50]. The arrangement of the
bound-state configurations into different groups is usually done either by means of
their mean energy, a maximum size (number of CSF) of any individually selected
cascade block, or need to be based upon some prior knowledge about strongly inter-
acting configurations. However, care has to be taken by the user to ensure that each
physical level (uniquely) belongs to just one group, so that “double counting” of rates,
etc. , does not occur in the subsequent simulations.

(iv) Multiple-configuration-shake approach (ShakeMCA): this has been designed so
far only but will help incorporate also shake-down and shake-up configurations, which
do nominally not arise in any standard autoionization schemes of the atom or ion.
These shake configurations can then be treated either as individual block of config-
urations or together with other configurations of the decay cascade. The UserMCA
and ShakeMCA approaches will both enable one in the future to incorporate all ma-
jor electron–electron correlations into the cascade computation by choosing proper
“groups” of configurations, while the admixtures from other groups are still neglected.
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For this given hierarchy of cascade approaches, the mean computational effort is
expected to increase by (at least) one or even several orders of magnitudes in going from
one approach to the next more sophisticated one. Therefore, these cascade approaches
should be clearly discernible from each other, although it is likely that not all of them will
be feasible for the majority of atoms and ions. With this hierarchy, however, the “cost”
of any simpler approach will be negligible, when compared to those of the best, but yet
feasible cascade model. Moreover, the refinement of this hierarchy is possible by choosing
different physical parameters, e.g., by considering more processes, other multipoles, or
simply by a better treatment of the continuum for each individual approach.

3.4. Cascade Computations

The computational effort in compiling the cascade tree and all (many-electron) am-
plitudes suggests, right from the beginning, to separate the cascade computations from
the subsequent simulations. Often, several of these cascade computations need to be
performed in order to generate all data for the initial excitation of the atoms or ions as well
as their subsequent decay. Furthermore, and quite general, each of these computations are
split into several independent parts, and that can be summarized, as follows:

• Specification of the cascade tree, which means of all those configurations, whose
levels are relevant for the observed spectra. Apart from a simple re-occupation of
electron shells, this specification often requires insight by the user into important shake
processes, as well as the mixing with other configurations that are energetically nearby.

• The set-up of the cascade blocks and generation of a self-consistent field, or, at least,
a proper set of bound-state orbitals. In more detail, this refers to the selection and
arrangement of configurations into some many-electron (CSF) basis, in which the
atomic states are represented by diagonalizing the associated Hamiltonian matrix.

• The determination of the cascades steps and computation of the associated transition
amplitudes and rates. A separate list of such bound-state transitions, i.e., ampli-
tudes and rates, is then compiled for each atomic process of the cascade, such as
photoionization, photoemission, autoionization, or others.

• Output of these (line) lists to some interface, either to disc or some Julia dictionary.
In practice, all of these lists of transition data are subtypes of a common data structure,
from which the desired information can be extracted subsequently.

In a cascade computation, no attempt is made internally to decide that all relevant
data are indeed computed or that all of the computed data are relevant for the simulations
below. The proper choice and control of these cascade computations require physical
perception by the user that goes well beyond of any entirely formalized procedure.

3.5. Cascade Simulations

While the cascade computations just generate all of the the necessary, and often rather
expensive (many-electron) transition amplitudes and rates, a cascade simulation makes use
of these data in order to derive ion, photon or electron distributions, rate coefficients, or any
other information. These cascade simulations are much faster than the prior computations,
and often quite similar simulations are repeatedly performed for different initial level
occupations, energy ranges, or even different spectra, based on the same data. These
simulations need to be guided, or sometimes the code even extended, by the user in order
to extract the relevant information. As pointed out before, the user has to make sure
that all of the physical-relevant transition data were generated by some prior cascade
computation(s), and that they can be uniquely distinguished by the subsequent cascade
simulation. Because of the complexity of (most) cascades, special care has to be taken to
ensure the consistency of all generated data.

A number of (standard) distributions are frequently required in simulating or model-
ing atomic cascades. Table 2 shows several of these distributions, as partly implemented
and supported by the JAC program. Further simulations will likely be supported as the
need arises from the user’s side.
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Table 2. Frequently required distributions in atomic cascade simulations. These distributions are
(partly) implemented and supported by the JAC toolbox.

Distribution & Brief Explanation

Ion distribution, i.e., the distribution of ionic charge states after the (stepwise decay)
cascade of some excited and initially occupied atomic level(s); cf. the data structure
Cascade.IonDistribution.
Final-level distribution, i.e., the distribution of the finally occupied levels, following
the (stepwise decay) cascade of some excited and initially populated atomic level(s);
cf. Cascade.FinalLevelDistribution.
Photon spectrum from a cascade as function of the photon energy;
cf. Cascade.PhotonIntensities.
Electron spectrum from a cascade as function of the electron energy;
cf. Cascade.ElectronIntensities.
Absorption cross sections of atoms or ions in some given ground-state configuration
as function of the incident photon energy; cf. Cascade.AbsorptionCrossSection.
DR plasma rate coefficients for the dielectronic recombination of ions and for one or
several electron temperatures.
Muon x-ray spectrum following the capture of an muon into some shell or subshell of
an atom or ion.

Typically, cascade simulations require to follow (in time) the flux of quantum prob-
ability, starting from some initial level population. The detailed re-population of levels
in course of the cascade determines the distribution of the emitted electrons and photons,
the final charge states, as well as many other observables. Different methods can be applied
to propagate the quantum probability through a cascade. In the JAC toolbox, we presently
propagate the (occupation) probabilites of the atomic levels until no further changes occur
in the level population. Alternative methods refer to the use of rate equations or Monte-
Carlo techniques by randomly generating pathways and by utilizing the corresponding
transition amplitudes.

4. Implementation of Atomic Cascades
4.1. The JAC Toolbox

Little needs to be said about JAC, the Jena Atomic Calculator, which has been described
elsewhere [21], and can readily be downloaded from the web [22]. This toolbox facilitates
atomic (structure) calculations of different kind and complexity, and it can be applied without
much prior knowledge of the code. For example, the (so-called) Atomic.Computation’s are
based on explicitly specified electron configurations and (may) provide level energies, the
representation of ASF, or selected level properties. These (atomic) computations also help
to evaluate the transition amplitudes (and rates) for all of the processes mentioned above.
These features make the JAC toolbox altogether well suited for studying atomic cascades.

For atomic cascades, it is crucial to integrate different atomic processes within a single
computational framework in order to ensure good (self-) consistency of the generated data.
This then also requires a flexible user interface and simple communication between the
different parts of the program. Here, indeed, JAC provides an easy-to-use and powerful
platform to extend atomic theory towards the modeling of atomic cascades. It is based on
Julia, a new programming language for scientific computing, and that includes a number
of (modern) features, such as dynamic types, optional type annotations, type-specializing,
just-in-time compilation of code, dynamic code loading, as well as garbage collection [51,52].
Moreover, Julia’s careful design allows the user to gradually approach modern concepts in
scientific computing.

4.2. Bulding a Cascade Model

For modeling advanced atomic cascades, we already saw that we need to separate the
(physics) scenario, e.g., the set-up and computation of the cascade tree, from the subsequent
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simulations as well as the display of the requested spectra. Moreover, often, cascade compu-
tations have to be done for different schemes to first generate all of the required hole-state
configurations or levels, and that then relax by a stepwise decay scheme towards some final
ionic levels; cf. Section 3.2. To perform such calculations, JAC provides the data structure
Cascade.Computation that enables the user to specify a (cascade) scheme and approach,
along with all further input parameters. Figure 3 shows the internal definition of this data
structure, while Table 1 displays a number of frequently occuring cascade schemes that are
(partly) implemented and supported by the JAC toolbox. All of these schemes are subtypes
of an abstract data structure AbstractCascadeScheme and they are used to set the input
data that are specific for a given casade computation. Figure 4 displays the explicit internal
definition of two of these subtypes (schemes), namely the StepwiseDecayScheme and the
PhotonIonizationScheme.

Indeed, these and a few other data structures are very central to the implementation
of atomic cascades in JAC. A few of them are shown and briefly explained in Table 3, in
addition to those already mentioned in Tables 1 and 2. These data types facilitate the user to
map the internal complexity of a given cascade (model) upon the computations to be done.
The internal definition of the data structures can be readily obtained at the Julia REPL [53] by
typing, for instance ,

? Cascade.AbstractCascadeApproach

The examples from Figure 4 show how cascade models can be built-up, and specified in
detail with all their input data, in order to deal with rather complex scenarios, and which we
shall now demonstrate by a simple example below.

Table 3. Selected data structures of the JAC toolbox that are relevant for cascade computations
and simulations.

Struct & Brief Explanation

Cascade.AbstractCascadeApproach: defines an abstract type for dealing with the
cascade approach that is applied to the generation and evaluation of all many-electron
amplitudes.
Cascade.AbstractCascadeScheme: defines an abstract data type to discriminate be-
tween different excitation, ionization and decay schemes of an atomic cascade; see also
Figure 4.
Cascade.AbstractData: defines an abstract type to distinguish the output data from
different cascade computations, such as Cascade.DecayData, Cascade.PhotoIonData,
Cascade.ExcitationData, and others.
Cascade.AbstractSimulationProperty: defines an abstract type to specify the prop-
erty or distribution that should be simulated, based on given cascade data; cf. Table 2.
Cascade.Block: defines a data structure for an individual (cascade) block of config-
urations that is given by a list of configurations, and which gives rise to a common
multiplet. Any individual level of the atom or ion must not belong to more than one of
the blocks in order to avoid “double counting” in the cascade.
Cascade.Computation: defines a data structure for the computation of a photoexcita-
tion, photoionization, stepwise decay or several other cascade computations.
Cascade.Level: defines a level specification for dealing with fine-structure transitions
in cascade simulations.
Cascade.Simulation: defines a structure to deal with simulations, based on given
cascade data.
Cascade.SimulationSettings: defines a data structure to specify all additional pa-
rameters for controling a cascade simulation.
Cascade.Step: defines a structure for an individual cascade step that is determined
by two blocks of the initial- and final-state configurations as well as by one atomic
process, such as Auger, PhotoEmission, or others, and which relate the corresponding
fine-structure levels to each other.
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struct Cascade.Computation ... defines a data structure for the computation of a photon excitation,
photon ionization, stepwise decay or several other cascade computations. Here, the~-- input and
control -- data for these computations can be modified, adapted and refined to all practical needs
before the actual calculations are carried~out.

+ name ::String ... A~name of the cascade.
+ nuclearModel ::Nuclear.Model ... Model, charge and parameters of the nucleus.
+ grid ::Radial.Grid ... The~radial grid to be used for computations.
+ asfSettings ::AsfSettings ... Provides the settings for the SCF process.
+ scheme ::Cascade.AbstractCascadeScheme ... Scheme of the atomic cascade [cf. Section~3.2].
+ approach ::Cascade.AbstractCascadeApproach

... Computational approach/model that is applied in order to generate and
evaluate the cascade; possible approaches are: AverageSCA(), SCA(), ...

+ initialConfs ::Array{Configuration,1}
... List of one or several configurations from which the cascade starts.

+ initialMultiplets ::Array{Multiplet,1}
... List of one or several (initial) multiplets; either initialConfs *xor*

initialMultiplets can be specified for a given cascade computation.

Figure 3. Definition of the data structure Cascade.Computation in JAC that helps to specify all relevant data about a cascade computa-
tion as described in Section 3.4. This structure enables the user to select both, a cascade scheme::Cascade.AbstractCascadeScheme
and (cascade) approach::Cascade.AbstractCascadeApproach in order to distinguish different computational models for a cascade.

struct Cascade.StepwiseDecayScheme <: Cascade.AbstractCascadeScheme ... a struct to specify
and compute a step-wise decay~cascade.

+ processes ::Array{Basics.AbstractProcess,1} ... List of atomic processes that are to
be included into the cascade.

+ maxElectronLoss ::Int64 ... (Maximum) No. of electrons in which
the initial- and final-state configurations can differ from each other;
this also determines the (max.) depths of any particular decay path.

+ chargeStateShifts ::Dict{Int64,Float64} ... (N => en) total energy shifts to
correct the energy thresholds due to an improper representation of ASF.

+ NoShakeDisplacements ::Int64 ... Max. number of electron displacements
due to shake-up or shake-down processes in any individual step of cascade.

+ shakeFromShells ::Array{Shell,1} ... List of shells from which shake transitions may occur.
+ shakeToShells ::Array{Shell,1} ... List of shells into which shake transitions may occur.

struct Cascade.PhotonIonizationScheme <: Cascade.AbstractCascadeScheme ... a struct to specify
and compute an initial photoionization (step).

+ processes ::Array{Basics.AbstractProcess,1} ... List of atomic processes that are to
be included into the cascade.

+ maxPhotoElectrons ::Int64 ... (Maximum) No. of electrons in which
the initial- and final-state configurations can differ from each other.

+ photonEnergies ::Array{Float64,1} ... List of incident photon energies.

Figure 4. Definition of the data structures Cascade.StepwiseDecayScheme (upper panel) and Cascade.PhotonIonizationScheme
(lower panel) in JAC. For each of these structures, different information must be given to control the corresponding cascade compu-
tations. In particular, the subfield processes::Array{Basics.AbstractProcess,1} allow the user to specify the processes, such as
Auger(), Radiative(), ..., and which are taken into account to determine the cascade blocks.

4.3. Stepwise Decay of a K-Shell Hole in Atomic Magnesium. An Explicit Example

For the sake of simplicity, here let us restrict to the stepwise autoionization and photon
emission of atomic magnesium with an initial K-shell hole. In JAC, a cascade computation
for the decay of the 1s2s22p63s2 configuration is done by scripting:
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# Calculation of the Mg 1s 2s^2 2p^6 3s^2 decay cascade after 1s ionization
decayScheme = Cascade.StepwiseDecayScheme([Auger(), Radiative()], 3, Dict{Int64,Float64}(), 0.,

Shell[], Shell[])

grid = Radial.Grid(Radial.Grid(false), rnt = 4.0e-6, h = 5.0e-2, hp = 1.0e-2, rbox = 10.0)
name = "Computation of the Mg 1s 2s^2 2p^6 3s^2 decay cascade after 1s ionization"
wa = Cascade.Computation(Cascade.Computation(); name=name, nuclearModel=Nuclear.Model(12.),

grid=grid, approach=Cascade.AverageSCA(), scheme=decayScheme,
initialConfigs=[Configuration("1s 2s^2 2p^6 3s^2")] )

wb = perform(wa; output=true)

By this script, we first specify a stepwise decay for the cascade scheme, along with
all of the necessary input, as displayed in the upper panel of Figure 4. For this decay, we
assume the (single) Auger and photon emission as the dominant processes and consider
the emission of up to three electrons from the system (e.g., the depths of the cascade).
Of course, the decay of the atoms may stop earlier than this depths, if Auger electrons can
no longer be energetically emitted. Moreover, no shake configurations are considered here.
In addition, we shall use a logarithmic-linear grid, as appropriate for electron-emission
processes as well as a (default) Fermi model with nuclear charge Z = 12 for the nucleus.
An average single-configuration (cascade) approach [cf. Section 3.3] is utilized for the
representation of all atomic levels involved as well as the calculation of the transition
amplitudes, starting from the 1s 2s22p63s2 initial configuration. After having specified
this input, all that is finally needed is to perform(..) the computation, and where the
optional parameter output=true tells the program that the generated lists of transition
data are to be returned as a Julia dictionary (Dict). Any cascade computation returns one
(or a few) such list that comprises all lines of the same type, but that may occur here in
any order with regard to their transition energies, level specification, or even the charge
state of the ions. These “line” lists are the expensive parts of any cascade computation
and, hence, are often also stored on a disk; they form the input for all subsequent cascade
simulations. In the example above, these final lists are an instance of Cascade.DecayData
<: Cascade.AbstractData that comprises the Auger and radiative (lists of) lines.

During the computation, a good deal of information is printed to screen (or, more
precisely, to the standard out stream) and, if requested, also to a summary file. Figure 5
displays a minor part of this output that the user should check for the consistency of the input
data and computations that are done internally. Apart from the initial levels (multiplet), this
standard printout list the (tree of) electron configurations, the generated blocks and steps of the
cascade, as well as a summary of all generated continuum orbitals and transition amplitudes.
This enables the user to analyze and follow the computations and to understand possible
bottlenecks due to the specification and size of the internal steps. Moreover, in the course of
these computations, many decisions are made on the basis of default values, which can be
overwritten within the code and that may also affect the final results. In particular, the (default)
assumptions of the various cascade approaches can be overwritten quite easily, concerning,
for instance—the number and type of—the multipoles, a maximum number of partial waves,
or how these continuum orbitals are to be generated.

4.4. Running Cascade Simulations

Insight into the set-up of an experiment, its geometry, detectors, as well as into possible
limitations of the set-up, is typically required in order to extract the relevant information from
a cascade and compare with given measurements. An initial K-shell hole, as in the example
above, generally leads to characteristic ion, electron, and photon spectra, and that are affected
not only by the initial excitation process, but also the set-up and resolution of the detectors.
Cascade simulations aim to utilize the transition amplitudes from the previous computations
and combine them in such a manner that accounts for all conditions of some particular
experiment or measurement. Obviously, the transition data (amplitudes and rates) from the
same cascade computation can hereby give rise very different spectra and distributions.
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* Configurations and levels for all given initial multiplets of the cascade, relative to the lowest:

Configuration: 1s^1 2s^2 2p^6 3s^2
--------------------------------------------

Level J Parity Energy [eV]
--------------------------------------------

1 1/2 + 0.000000000000000e+00
--------------------------------------------

* Electron configuration used in the decay cascade:
Configuration(s) with 11 electrons:

1s^1 2s^2 2p^6 3s^2 av. BE = -1794.0 [eV] (1)
:

Configuration(s) with 10 electrons:
1s^2 2s^0 2p^6 3s^2 av. BE = -2919.0 [eV] (5)
:

* Generate blocks for the decay cascade:

In the cascade approach JAC.Cascade.AverageSCA(), the~following assumptions/simplifications are made:
+ orbitals from the initial multiplet are applied throughout;
+ all blocks (multiplets) are generated from single-CSF levels and without any configuration mixing;
+ only E1 dipole transitions are applied in all radiative decay steps;
+ for each decay step, a~(single) set of continuum orbitals with an configuration averaged energy is applied

for all fine-structure~transitions.

* Configuration ``blocks'' (multiplets) for the decay cascade in the given cascade model:
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

No. Configurations No. CSF Ranges of total energies [eV]
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1 1s^1 2s^2 2p^6 3s^2 1 -4129.0 ... -4129.0
2 1s^2 2s^1 2p^6 3s^2 1 -5333.0 ... -5333.0
:

* Steps that are defined for the current decay cascade due to the given approach:
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Step-No Process Initial: No CSF, configuration(s) Final: No CSF, configuration(s) Energies [eV]

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1 Radiative 1, 1s^1 2s^2 2p^6 3s^2 1, 1s^2 2s^1 2p^6 3s^2 1204.0 ... 1204.0
2 Radiative 1, 1s^1 2s^2 2p^6 3s^2 2, 1s^2 2s^2 2p^5 3s^2 1247.0 ... 1248.0
3 Radiative 1, 1s^1 2s^2 2p^6 3s^2 1, 1s^2 2s^2 2p^6 3s^1 1284.0 ... 1284.0
4 Auger 1, 1s^1 2s^2 2p^6 3s^2 1, 1s^2 2s^0 2p^6 3s^2 1083.0 ... 1083.0
:

* Write all results to disk.

Figure 5. Selected printout from the example in Section 4.3. Apart from the initial levels (multiplet), this printout lists the cascade tree,
the generated blocks, and steps of the cascade, as well as a summary of all generated continuum orbitals and transition amplitudes.
This printout can indeed be quite long, but it enables the user to reconstruct the individual calculations and check for inconsistencies
or warning that are issued during the execution.

For an initial K-shell whole in atomic magnesium, a first and simple request may
refer to the final ion distribution. Using the results from the last section, given here by the
variable data, this distribution of the ionic charge states can be obtained by the following
cascade simulations:

# Simulation of the Mg 1s 2s^2 2p^6 3s^2 decay cascade after 1s ionization
simulationSettings = Cascade.SimulationSettings(0., 0., 0., 0., 0., [(1, 1.0)])

name = "Simulation of Mg 1s 2s^2 2p^6 3s^2 decay cascade after 1s photoionization"
wc = Cascade.Simulation(Cascade.Simulation(), name=name, property=Cascade.IonDistribution(),

settings=simulationSettings, computationData=data )
wd = perform(wc; output=true)

:

(Final) Ion distribution for: Simulation of the Mg 1s 2s^2 2p^6 3s^2 cascade after 1s ionization
-------------------------------
No. electrons Rel. occ.

-------------------------------
11 2.22221e-04
10 4.61764e-02
9 9.53601e-01
8 0.00000e+00

-------------------------------
Total distributed probability: 1.00000e+00
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With this short script, we just tell JAC that the lowest level of the (initial) hole state
configuration is initially populated with probability 1.0, and that we request the ion
distribution [cf. Table 2] from these simulations. All of the other steps proceed quite similar
as before and eventually provide us with a short table, as displayed above. As seen from
this output, our single cascade model predicts that 4.6 % of all ions become eventually
doubly ionized, 95.4 % triple ionized, and that any further autoionization is energetically
forbidden (within the given model), if we start from the 1s 2s22p63s2 2S1/2 level of 1s-
ionized magnesium. The tiny contribution of singly-charged ions (0.02 %) results from
the Kα emission, as also taken into account. Quite analogue (cascade) computations
and simulations can be performed also for an initially 1s → 3p excited configuration
1s 2s22p63s23p , but without showing any of the printout. Figure 6 displays the level
structure of these two configurations, together with different ion distributions. Apart from
a singly-populated level, as in the example above, here we can also assume a statistical
distribution of the 1s−13p 1,3PJ levels.

Figure 6. (a) Level structure of the 1s → 3p excited neutral and 1s ionized atomic magnesium.
(b) Comparison of the final ion distribution for the 1s hole-state levels as obtained in the averaged
single-configuration approach (AverageSCA). Relative ion distribution are shown for an initially
occupied 1s 2s22p63s23p 1P1 level of neutral Mg (red bars), a statistical distribution of all four
1s 2s22p63s23p 1,3PJ levels (blue bars) for the 1s ionized 1s 2s22p63s2 2S1/2 level of Mg+ (orange
bars). The small difference between the red and blue bars arises from the contributions of different
decay paths.

Of course, the same cascade is also accompanied by a photon (and electron) spectrum
that can be simulated similarly by

property=Cascade.PhotonDistribution() ## or: Cascade.ElectronDistribution()

Accordingly, at least, the basic concept of these simulations in JAC. For these spectra,
the user may wish to restrict the photon (electron) energies or to address even more ad-
vanced questions concerning the angle distribution or polarization of the emitted photons.
However, at present, by far not all of these possible features have yet been realized within
the JAC toolbox, but will require further work and requests from the user’s side.

5. Summary and Outlook

To model the excitation and subsequent decay of atoms and ions, we have classified
and implemented atomic cascades within the framework of JAC. This classification is based
on a clear distinction between cascade computations, to first generate all of the necessary
transition data, and subsequent simulations in order to properly combine these data and
compare them with experiment. Moreover, for the computations, we also introduced a
number of cascade schemes to decompose a given physics scenario into well separated
parts, while a hierarchy of (cascade) approaches is applied for keeping the computations
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feasible overall. These approaches mainly concern the (quantum-mechanical) representa-
tion of the level structures and, thus, help to understand the role of atomic interactions
and inter-electronic correlations upon the observed spectra. Therefore, our classification of
atomic cascades will help provide data for the modeling of astrophysical spectra, similar to
Refs. [54], as well as at various places elsewhere [55].

As shown in this work, any implementation of atomic cascades must be based on a
rather concise language that combines a proper categorization of different scenarios with a
modern code design, a reasonable detailed documentation of the code as well as features
for integrated testing. In particular, typical computations and the generated data should be
handled rather similarly to how they are used in spoken language or by a pseudo-code.
With the JAC toolbox, we provide a computational framework that is flexible enough for
further refinements and for more complex shell structures of the atoms and ions, for which
the excitation and decay dynamics can be modeled in detail.

While the present implementation has been focused upon (excitation and) decay cas-
cades, especially including inner-shell electrons, there are many other applications that are
closely related to atomic cascades. A few examples include the calculation of absorption
cross sections, which may be affected by quite different electron–photon interaction pro-
cesses, or plasma rate coefficients. Both of these applications have been indicated above,
but not yet worked out in detail. In the future, we shall use the conceptional and compu-
tational basis of JAC in order to enlarge the program towards these demands. However,
obviously, this task is much larger that what we can (and plan to) implement. Because JAC

is available on Github [22], the code can be readily forked and extensions reported in order
to deal with more complex cascades.
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